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1.1
Background
• Hearts and Minds is a safety culture improvement ‘toolkit’
• Developed by Shell in early 2000s based on university research funded
during 1980s and 1990s, and since 2010 by the Energy Institute, at:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manchester
Leiden
Aberdeen
Glasgow Caledonian
Open University
Cranfield

• The Hearts and Minds toolkit is managed by the Energy Institute
• Available to any organisation since 2004
• Used by many companies all over the world, in different industries.

1.2
The Hearts and Minds toolkit
Website: https://heartsandminds.energyinst.org/

1.3
What is in the toolkit?
The tools are aimed the following main challenges in improving safety
culture:
• Understanding your culture and preparing for change
• Learning from incidents
• Improving practices and procedures
• Improving leadership
• Understanding and managing hazards and risks

For more details, please visit https://heartsandminds.energyinst.org/
• Contact: Stuart King email: sking@energyinst.org

1.4
Key features of the tools
Each tool based on academic research

1.5
Use of Hearts and Minds outside Shell

1.6
Who is using the Hearts and Minds toolkit?
• Used by several hundred companies worldwide.
• Current prominent users include:

1.7
EI’s role

Public face of Hearts and Minds

Publishes the toolkit

Hearts and Minds training,
and network of trainers

Updating and
adapting existing Which leads to new
tools
tools

v2.0

Funds university
research
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2.1
What is organisational culture?
Organisational culture may be defined as
• The shared beliefs and values of people working in an organisation, that
determine the commitment to and quality of that organisation’s overall
performance.
Alternatively…
• “the way we do things round here” (and why we do them that way)
• Involves individual and group behaviours which are accepted and reinforced in
the organisation

2.2
The culture ladder
GENERATIVE

Chronic unease (Mindfulness)
Safety seen as good business – safety excellence
New ideas are welcomed

Increasingly informed
Increasing trust and
accountability

PROACTIVE

CALCULATIVE

REACTIVE

PATHOLOGICAL

Resources are available to fix things before an
accident
Management is open but still obsessed with
statistics
Procedures are “owned” by the workforce
We have our HSE-MS; we cracked it!
Lots and lots of audits
We collect lots of statistics

We are serious, but why don’t they do what they’re told?
Lots of discussions to re-classify accidents
You have to consider the condition under which we are working

The lawyers/regulator said it was OK
I’ve done my bit for HSE this year
Of course we have accidents, it’s a dangerous business
Sack the idiot who had the accident

2.3
Understanding Your Culture: the core tool
Raising awareness of your organisation’s culture around safety is
crucial to making the case for change and improvement
• The Hearts & Minds tool that enables you to do this is
Understanding Your HSE Culture.
• It will help you to identify perceived strengths and weaknesses in the
way you manage safety in your organisation which contribute to the
overall safety culture in your organisation
Ideally, the first group to take through the Understanding Your Culture
workshop should be the top management team.
• They need to be bought in to, and engaged with, the use of the tool
and how it can help improve the safety culture in their organisation.

2.4
How do we assess safety culture?
The level of HSE culture is indicated by many aspects of the way it is
managed in the organisation.
The assessment framework in the tool covers 23 different aspects of
HSE culture, which cover both personal and process safety, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What priority is given to operational safety?
How are operating procedures used?
How do we make sure people are competent?
How does maintenance really get done?
How are incidents investigated?
How do we learn from incidents and near misses?
How are contractors integrated into the client company?

2.5
The Understanding your HSE culture tool

2.6
The UYC workshop process
• PowerPoint presentation
• Participants read the framework document and make selections
individually
• Participants discuss their selections in pairs – and facilitator collates
group results
• BREAK – facilitator prepares group results
• Facilitator leads whole group discussion of results
• Smaller sub-groups develop suggestions for improvement actions
and feedback to the whole group at the end
The workshop usually takes about three hours.

2.8
Results for questions A - M
Results: A - M
100%
90%
80%

SAMPLE DATA

70%
60%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
A.
Communication

B. Leadership
commitment

C. Rewards and
recognition

D. Causes of
incidents

E. Consequences F. When do
G. Operational
of nonpeople intervene
safety
compliance
Pathological

Reactive

Calculative

H. Role of HSE
department
Proactive

I. Ensuring
competence

Generative

J. HSE meetings K. Work planning

L. How do we
know our
barriers work

M. How are
procedures used

2.10

What you get from running the UYC workshop
• Participants thinking more about HSE culture – what it
comprises and how to improve
• A snapshot of the HSE culture in your organisation
• A profile of the perceived strengths and weaknesses across
the dimensions of HSE culture
• Insight into the differences in perception across teams, areas,
departments etc.
• The evidence base underpinning the perceptions – the
examples from the group discussions
• Specific suggestions on how the HSE culture in your
organisation might be improved generated by the workshop
participants

3.0: Understanding
your HSE culture
Case study example
from E.ON Climate &
Renewables
Marcus Peters
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The Take Care Journey To Get Home Safe Every Day
Our Mindset

Our Tools and Measures

Go, See
& Engage
Hearts
& Minds
Safety Values &
Rules

HSE
Monitoring

Our Objective

Hearts & Minds Tools
World-class HSE performance involves more than mechanically applying a management system – it
requires the involvement of all in the organisation, from top to bottom.
Winning Hearts and Minds is intended to help the organisation to improve by:
1. Leading the way – the “Route to the Top” of the HSE Culture ladder.
2. Providing process and tools to facilitate behavioural change – the necessary components of a
solution to culture change
3. Hearts and Minds Tools allows a starting point
Introduces the concepts:
• Reflective thinking
• Power of a conversation
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Hearts & Minds Tools Used
Understanding Your
Culture

Workshops run with
over 900 people
across 7 countries
from central support
teams to operational
sites and project
teams

Managing Rule
Breaking

Workshops run in the UK
Offshore and Onshore USA
2019 will see workshop being
run across Europe and
additional workshops in the USA

Making Change Last

Workshops run in the UK
Offshore and Onshore USA
Tool supports the Operation
Excellence approach – very
adaptable and can be used to
enable teams to problem solve
and create solutions making
change last
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